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Illinois could be violating Genocide Conventions by taking away rights of disabled and different. Illinois Guardians, some health care institutions or Cook County Guardian may take away your rights and resources when you come to Illinois, so some warning about loss of rights/resources may be helpful. Illinois advertises that it has the largest state guardianship system in the US on their guardianship and advocacy site.

See the "Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide."

“Article 2 In the present Convention, genocide means any of the following acts committed with intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a national, ethnical, racial or religious group, as such:

(a) Killing members of the group;


(b) Causing serious bodily or mental harm to members of the group;

(Illinois guardianships take away the right to decide and resources of people and Cook County Guardian staff denies rights to get fresh air away from second hand smoke, denies phone/ denies visitation/denies going home, denies consent, denies
knowing chemicals used on family, denies going to religious services/dental services, museums, zoos, parks, denies getting care giving bills reimbursed, denies knowing where parent is. My mother’s arms were shaking severely, and the nursing home director told me "you are going to be dead" when I requested fresh air for her) My arms get twisted for trying to visit, phone, take parent for fresh air by sheriff staff, and pushed from Daley Center repeatedly.

(c) Deliberately inflicting on the group conditions of life calculated to bring about its physical destruction in whole or in part;

(All disabled may lose rights and resources in Illinois under guardianship following Illinois Probate law)

(d) Imposing measures intended to prevent births within the group;

(Cook County Guardian tried to sterilize someone a few years ago. No reason to reproduce if can’t talk to parents as adult children or if children are abused when trying to visit parents. My mother would clearly request visitation and Cook County would still deny the requests leaving one to think that children would be abused by state to promote some state motive.)

(e) Forcibly transferring children of the group to another group.

(Illinois courts, Cook County Guardian, a nursing home denied the right of adult children to associate with parents transferring adult children from having association rights to not having)
These courts/guardian have repeatedly denied fresh air from second hand smoking. From ACS. org, smoking increases breast cancer, heart disease, deaths, lung cancer, asthma, premature death, immediately harms heart, and “There is no safe level of exposure to second hand smoke.” Smoke produces HCN, much like Zyklon B in camps, unfortunately. HCN is the largest chemical constituent of Zyklon B.

Legal genocide can be corrected by changing probate laws to "Represent people with disabilities and/or their families."